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I found some "flywheel bolt" with "special specs" on webone. Even
though I am convinced that the 6.7 flywheel has 3/16 bolt, it was not a
good idea. First, the head was the wrong diameter, it was too large.
Second, the threads were not what I expected. I searched their specs
again and found a specification for the 6.5. Just in case, I submitted
two email to their customer service to get the correct specs for our
application. Replacement of head gasket. Its the only part of the
engine that I can remember taking apart. Never did it on a boat.
Cheap to replace. Have had plenty of time to practice on other
engines. You can buy a gasket kit that you can install on engine and
while the engine is running tighten bolts with new studs. Take gaskets
out and repack pack the heads off the engine. Close the engine after
the gasket is installed and gaskets off and reseat the head gasket. Or
put the gasket on while the engine is running. If done correctly
gaskets will seal well. Have found that the corners of the gasket get
worn and to compensate use a gasket that will take the wear. Have
replacement flywheel on a 2003 chev tractor with the flywheel came
off when I opened the cover to put in a new battery. Put new flywheel
on and closed the cover and bolt. Started to close the cover and the
flywheel spun off. Did not seem to be able to drive it with flywheel on.
Hole in the flywheel seemed bigger than it should be. Dropped
flywheel on the flywheel bolts and opened up the cover. Pulled right
side drive plate off. Found flywheel spinning freely and no bolts
holding in place. Dropped flywheel to the ground. Was able to drive
tractor with drive plate off. So if you need to get the flywheel off on a
tractor or for other reason do not have quick disconnect then drop the
flywheel. Pull off drive plate and spin freely. Then remove bolts to
keep the flywheel on. I had already removed the drive plate.
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